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â€œAll men by nature desire Knowledge,â€• a great line said by Aristotle. Knowledge is something which
people learn throughout their life. Basically, knowledge is acquired through educational institutes
where an individual gets practical and theoretical understanding of the subject. To gain something,
people need to get associated with the subject or the school where they want to enlarge their
knowledge in the field of education. There are lots of schools and colleges in the country which
provides different educational courses to enlarge knowledge skills of the person in the interest of its
pasture. Knowledge and education is something which goes hand in hand and leads to each other.

It is said that education is a process of gaining knowledge. It is important for all of us to know that
knowledge acquires from good education and broad reading. On the other words knowledge is
something which can come from many people like parents, friends, teacher, and colleagues.
Knowledge can also be gained through many movement of life which includes painful movement as
well as joyful movement.  Actually knowledge is something which cannot be taught by anyone, it is
something which one gains itself or through self efforts. Knowledge comes with age and life time
experience, it is something which person can acquire at any age. No age limits are implemented in
gaining knowledge, it is something which person learns till he arrives from this world.

In todayâ€™s competitive world, parents are trying to put their children into more extracurricular
activities to gain knowledge. Nowadays most of the schools have quizzes for students which helps
them in brushing up their general knowledge or to increase the basic knowledge. Parents should be
very careful in giving the good knowledge to their kids because lack of basic knowledge will leave
kids behind or will have problem in facing this competitive world. It is also important for parents to
know that children should have basic knowledge to soak up new ideas.

As it is said by someone â€œperson without knowledge is near from stupidity and when person in
stupidity near from poverty.â€• I totally agree with this because knowledge is something which makes
person smart to take sharp decision in life. It also makes one to take right decision on right time
which leads person towards success. In simple words I would like to say that knowledge is
something which makes one successful to achieve his/her dreams.

Reading is considering one of the best tools of the knowledge. Reading is something which gives
person to get access of any kind of knowledge. I also believe that knowledge should be bought up
for good use, one should not misunderstand knowledge, for instance it is seen that many of people
who are well educated and are in good positions in the top organizations are those who bring more
damages to mother earth, for instance a one should know that carbon emission is the most
significant cause for global warming and it is caused because of us using gasoline cars and other
vehicles. I strongly feel that one should be more knowledgeable towards environment and should be
environment friendly for better future.
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Writer is school advisor of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com, who also provides free of cost counseling
to parents on school admissions. A visit to the site lets parents know about the a S.E. International
School or a Gateway International School of their choice. They can also search for a Richmondd
Global School as per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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